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I love this spelling book. It has 6 units, 6 different spelling lists in each unit. Each week it covers a

different topic, such as phonics words spelled with c, k and ck, beginning br, gr, st and aw, adding s

and es, adding ed and ing, long a, short a and o just to name a few. Each list has four pages of work

related to the spelling list. On the first page it has your spelling list, each word has an included

sentence using the word. It also included writing prompts, to write postcards, letters, news story,

posters, book reports and so much more. The lessons are fantastic!The book includes added bonus

pages. One of the bonus pages is a cute cutout for the child's birthday, includes candles to cut out

and paste on. On the front of the cake the child can write their name, on the back they can write

their birthday wish. It has other materials for Thanksgiving, Martin Luther King Day, field trip journal,

Valentines writing prompts and more.There is a cross-curricular section in the back which covers

social studies, health, science, reading, mathematics and work and play. This cross section also

has 6 different lessons on each topic. I add one a week as bonus words. Just to give an idea in this

section under health we have the topic, Food for You. In this section the bonus words are energy,

fruit, cereal, healthy and vegetable. Your child is also prompted to add another word related to the

topic. It is a lesson on choosing healthy foods, with a fact about bananas. In the lesson we break



the words into syllables as well.In the back of the book there is a section of reference tools including

Writers Handbook, Spelling Dictionary, Writers Thesaurus, English/Spanish word list and the Word

Place. I find this section to be very valuable and useful. This section is great and helps you teach

your child to write sentences, Thank You notes, stories, descriptive writing, persuasive writing and

more.As you can see this book has a lot to offer, is well organized and teaches children in proper

steps to become not only great spellers but writers. I am a home-school mom and have tried a few

different curriculum's and this one is worth its weight in gold!

Excellent book! We homeschool and it's the best I've found yet. Much less complicated and more

fun than All About Spelling

Love these books!!! They are actually so much more than just spelling but they include the spelling

words in english, vocabulary, writing and Language Arts. They also show you all the words in

cursive and in printed words.. Without cursive we cannot expect our children to read our historical

documents. So pleased! I highly recommend these to home schooling parents! Repetition especially

for struggling readers is so important! Wish I'd found these earlier. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

I purchased this as part of a homeschooling curriculum. My daughter used the 3rd grade spelling

book from this same publisher and we were extremely impressed with it. This book is set up the

same way. You have one page that shows the spelling words and has the child write them down

using clues. Then another 3 pages that review the words using different types of activities. Doing

one page per day allows the child to review the words each day and reinforces the spelling. I expect

to use this line of books for years to come.

This spelling workbook is a great complement for my sixth grader daily spelling work. Fun exercises,

interesting vocab facts! She has been enjoying it!

Excellent.

Ok

Good product!
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